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Multifunctional responsive fibers produced by dual
liquid crystal core electrospinning†

YooMee Kye,a Changsoon Kim,a and Jan Lagerwall∗a,b

We demonstrate that coaxial electrospinning with more than one core channel, each contain-
ing a different type of liquid crystal, can be used to produce multifunctional fibers in a one-step
process. They respond to more than one stimulus or with multiple threshold values, and the in-
dividual cores may feature different physical properties such as iridescent reflection in one core
and birefringence in another. In order to ensure good fiber morphology and intact, unmixed and
well separated cores, two important precautions must be taken. First, the fibers should not be
collected on a hydrophilic substrate, as this will lead to severe fiber deformation and core mixing
after collection, as a result of capillary forces from the water that condenses on the fiber during
spinning. Second, the addition of surfactants to the polymer solution should be avoided, although
it may appear beneficial for the spinning process as it reduces surface tension and increases con-
ductivity. This is because the surfactant enters the liquid crystal core, possibly together with water
in the form of inverse micelles, seriously degrading the performance of the liquid crystal.

1 Introduction
With today’s surging interest in wearable and flexible technolo-
gies1–8 there is a great need for the development of novel
functional materials that combine responsiveness with softness,
stretchability, light weight and convenient form factor. Such ma-
terials will play a key role in the future development of these
rapidly growing research areas and they may enable a whole new
range of wearable devices. Coaxial electrospinning has emerged
as a promising tool for the research and development of compos-
ite fibers with the desired properties. Relying on an electric field
to draw a thin jet out of a droplet of spinning solution protrud-
ing from a spinneret,9–13 it is a low-cost, small-footprint spinning
technology that is highly versatile and capable of producing core-
sheath fibers that are exceptionally thin and that can carry a vari-
ety of functionalities, depending on the combination of core and
sheath materials.14–19

For instance, the impressive range of stimulus–response rela-
tions made possible by liquid crystalline self-assembly, uniquely
combining fluidity with long-range order,20 can be introduced
into fibers by coaxial electrospinning with different liquid crystals
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as core materials.14 In some cases it is even possible to electro-
spin liquid crystal-functionalized fibers from a uniform jet, rely-
ing on solvent evaporation-induced phase separation for in-situ
formation of the core-sheath structure.21 A non-woven fiber mat
can thus acquire e.g. the photonic crystal properties of short-
pitch cholesteric liquid crystals,20,22 exhibiting a helical struc-
ture modulation with period on the order of visible light wave-
lengths, that gives them striking iridescent colors. The phase
transition between liquid crystal and isotropic states (the clearing
point) allows the mat to function as a temperature sensor,23 and
subtle nanoscale variations in the dimensions and shape of the
core channel can be revealed thanks to the confinement-sensitive
structure formation.23,24 Likewise, an ordinary nematic liquid
crystal in the fiber core of a random non-woven mat can turn
this into a gas sensor.14 Very recently, the birefringence tuning of
nematic liquid crystal-functionalized fibers by means of an elec-
tric field was demonstrated.25 Importantly, there is considerable
freedom to tune the morphology of electrospun fibers, the sheath
being either smooth or porous and the fiber cross section being
cylindrical, flat or having a more complex shape.24,26

A further enabling modification is the employment of multiple
core flows in a single spinning jet, explored with much success by
Zhao and Jiang and co-workers.27–29 In this way three-fold coax-
ial fibers, with a polymer core surrounded by an intermediate
liquid layer which in turn is encased by an outer polymer sheath,
can be spun in a single step,27 or several core channels can be in-
troduced next to each other.28,29 So far, however, each core con-
tained the same material or, in one case, two very similar materi-
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als.28 The multi-core fiber spinning concept becomes truly pow-
erful if sufficiently different materials are encapsulated next to
each other, as this would allow a single-step production of fibers
with multiple functionalities and/or response capacity to multiple
stimuli. For instance, the combination of liquid metal cores func-
tioning as flexible, stretchable electrodes,15 surrounding a liq-
uid crystal core, might enable fibers for flexible light modulators,
possibly even displays, and by combining different liquid crystals
and/or different agents that adsorb at the liquid crystal–polymer
interface,30,31 high specificity in gas sensing could be ensured.
While it can be difficult to avoid that a single-core fiber responds
to multiple analytes, a combination of differently functionalized
cores could be designed such that only the target analyte will
trigger a response in all cores simultaneously. Another possibility
is to use a different-colored cholesteric in each core, with differ-
ent transition temperatures to the isotropic phase, for making au-
tonomous (no need for power supply) temperature sensing fibers
that give sharp responses, easily detectable optically, at multiple
pre-defined temperatures.

Motivated by these stimulating perspectives we have here ex-
plored coaxial electrospinning of fibers functionalized by dual liq-
uid crystal cores, each providing a different type of functionality
and/or response. We find that this is indeed a powerful expan-
sion of the coaxial fiber spinning concept that can enable multi-
functional and highly responsive fibers, but we also identify some
potential problems that must be mitigated in order to ensure suc-
cess. In particular, we note that core mixing during or after spin-
ning can be a critical problem that must be avoided in order to
retain the multifunctionality of the fibers. The spinning procedure
must be designed such that a sufficiently strong wall between the
cores is maintained, and the fibers should not be picked up on hy-
drophilic substrates,32 in order to avoid that capillary forces from
water condensed on the fiber sheath during spinning induces core
fluid mixing after fiber deposition. An observation of general in-
terest is that surfactants should be avoided in the polymer sheath
solution, although this is beneficial in reducing its surface tension
and increasing its conductivity (and thus facilitate spinning). This
is because it may diffuse into the core channels, possibly bringing
with it condensed water, seriously interfering with liquid crys-
talline ordering.

2 Experimental

2.1 Spinneret design and components of electrospinning
set-up

Several spinneret designs were explored in the search for a dual-
core spinning procedure with high degree of control. For the sake
of easy visual monitoring of the Taylor cone and of the core fluid
flow we aimed to use exclusively transparent materials. The spin-
neret design used for most experiments is drawn schematically
in Fig. 1 and a photo can be seen in Fig. 2a. The two core liq-
uid crystals were pumped through two flexible silica tubes (in-
ner diameter 100 µm) coated by polyimide (transparent but with
a brown-yellow color) from BGB Analytik. In order to position
these within the spinneret and prevent that they come too close
to each other, they were guided through a short piece of dual-

channel glass capillary (2 mm outer diameter) with θ -shaped
cross section (Friedrich & Dimmock). The sheath solution was
flowing through each channel of this capillary, surrounding each
individual core tube. The two sheath flows merged at the end
of the θ -capillary into a single Taylor cone, containing well sepa-
rated core flows. Around the glass capillary was threaded a soft
teflon tube with 2 mm inner diameter, much longer than the glass
capillary, which was used for feeding the sheath solution. This
tube was pierced in two locations upstream from the spinneret,
allowing the insertion of the two core fluid tubes in one hole and
a syringe needle through the other. All holes were sealed with
teflon tape. The sheath solution was electrified by attaching an
alligator clip from the high-voltage power supply (Gamma High
Voltage) to the syringe needle. The spinneret to counter electrode
distance was around 10 cm and the voltage around 10 kV. All
fluids were pumped pneumatically from vials closed with septa,
using a Fluigent MFCS device for rapid and accurate flow control.
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Introduction 

Liquid crystal is well known for having the characteristics of 
liquid and crystal at the same time – fluids and long range 
orientation order. Liquid crystal has their own unique colour due 
to Bragg reflection from long range order and its colour 
disappear when liquid crystal experience phase transition and 
becomes isotropic liquid state. This phase transition react very 
fast in macroscopically with simple influence such as 
temperature that have great potential in sensors and detectors as 
their application. Our group had demonstrated liquid crystal 
encapsulated fibre with coaxial electrospinning and as the result, 
organic vapour detecting fibre was produced.  
 
In coaxial electrospinning study, Lei Jiang et al. succeeded in 
preparing multichannel fibre. [ref] From dual fore to penta core 
fibre were produced in their study. According to the researcher, 
multi-channel fibre had been adopted in nature such as bird 
feather and polar bear far. It functionalized in weight reducing, 
heat storage or heat shielding and they demonstrated temperature 
control by phase changing. We attention to the possibility of 
multifunctional fibre from their result and attempted ‘filled’ 
multicore fibre.  
 
In this work we employed dual coaxial electrospinning and 
succeeded in producing two liquid crystal encapsulated fibre.  
We designed electospinning set up with two silica capillaries and 
theta shaped glass capillary which used in stable separation of 
core material. The imperative point in producing multicore fibre 
was not only they have multichannel, but they must have stable 
structure to prevent core material mixing. Therefore, we 
experiment different characteristic of substrate and the effect of 
substrate in fibre inner structure. Liquid crystal in fibre used in 
not only monitoring the inner structure instantly, also exam the 
stability of structure.  
 

 

Figure 1. illustration of dual coaxial spinning set up. Red silica 
capillaries were inserted through plastic tube and threaded into 
each hole of theta glass capillary. (blue) 

Results and discussion, 
Figuare 2 showed the result of dual liquid crystal fibre on glass 
substrate. Selective reflection of liquid crystal showed unique 
colour at crossed polarizer optic microscopic and this allowed us 
to observe dual core instantly. This unique colour also gave 
difference from weak birefringence of the PVP sheath and useful 
in recognizing the inner structure shape. Fibre in figure 2 had 
ROTN and CB15 mixed LC and **** as core material. CB15 is 
chiral dopant that induce cholesteric and let ROTN and CB15 
mixture have reflection in the band ***to ***nm. This red 

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the dual-core spinneret design
(LC = Liquid Crystal).

2.2 Polymer solutions
The sheath solution was prepared from polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP, molar mass 1.3 Mg mole−1) in anhydrous ethanol at
18 wt% concentration. Initially, all polymer solutions addition-
ally contained 0.5 wt% of the surfactant tetradecyltrimethylam-
monium bromide (14TAB) or decyltrimethylammonium bromide
(10TAB), but this was left out in the final experiments. The ad-
dition of surfactant was motivated by its ability to enhance elec-
trospinning stability through its dual function to reduce surface
tension and increase conductivity.33 To 5 mL of this stock solu-
tion was added 1.5 mL of titanium isopropoxide (Ti(OiPr)4 and
1 mL of acetic acid, as precursor and catalyst, respectively, for the
formation of a small amount (about 9%) of TiO2 in the sheath
of the produced fibers, enhancing their mechanical stability. The
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hydrolysis of TiO2 is mediated by water condensing from the air
onto the fiber jet during spinning, due to the rapid cooling of the
jet as ethanol evaporates.34.

2.3 Liquid crystals

A short-pitch cholesteric liquid crystal exhibiting red selective re-
flection at room temperature was prepared by mixing the mul-
ticomponent nematic mixture ROTN 615 (Roche) with the chi-
ral dopant CB15 (Synthon Chemicals) at 65:35 ratio. In one
experiment a commercial sample of ROTN 615 doped with a
small amount of black dye (type and concentration not speci-
fied) was used. As non-chiral nematic liquid crystals, the single-
component material 4-cyano-4’-heptylbiphenyl (5CB) and the
four-component mixture E7 (both from Synthon Chemicals) were
used.

2.4 Substrates for fiber collection

Fibers were collected on regular microscope glass slides, on sili-
con wafers, and on silicon wafers coated with a monolayer of oc-
tadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) for hydrophobic behavior. The OTS
coating was achieved either via a vapor deposition35 or a solution
immersion method.36 For vapor deposition, silicon wafers were
placed over a glass petri dish containing 300 µL OTS. The petri
dish is sealed and kept in an oven at 70◦C for at least 6 hours. For
the solution immersion method, the silicon wafer was sequen-
tially cleaned with acetone, isopropanol, distilled water and fi-
nally deionized water in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes each.
The cleaned wafer was then immersed in a 1 mM OTS solution in
toluene for 30 minutes. The OTS treated wafer was cleaned with
toluene, acetone, isopropanol in sequence.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Selectively reflecting and birefringent cores in a single

fiber collected close to the spinneret

As a first illustration of the possibility to incorporate liquid crys-
tals with different functionalities in one and the same fiber, we
initially spun the red-reflecting cholesteric mixture in one core
channel and the dye-doped nematic in the other, cf. Fig. 2. Such
a combination could be useful in developing a fiber that simulta-
neously detects gas exposure, via its nematic core,14 and senses
tensile strain (via a color change of the cholesteric due to the
shrinkage of the cross section upon fiber stretching, combined
with the dependence of color on confinement23,24). During spin-
ning, the shear flow unwound the helical arrangement that gives
rise to the reflection color of the cholesteric, hence this mixture
appears grey in the Taylor cone, as seen in the photo in panel (a)
of the figure. The black dye in the other core fluid makes this easy
to distinguish from the cholesteric mixture when monitoring the
Taylor cone. Importantly, it allows us to confirm that no mixing of
the two core phases takes place before the jet is ejected, provided
optimized spinning conditions, as was the case here.

When viewing the produced fibers, deposited on a regular glass
slide held into the spinning jet close to the spinneret (about 3 cm
distance; the grounded electrode was placed 13 cm from the spin-
neret), in the polarizing microscope, we could confirm that the

a b

Fig. 2 (a) Photo of Taylor cone during spinning of fibers with cholesteric
liquid crystal in one core and a black dye-doped nematic in the other.
The flow rates were 0.4 mL hr−1 for the polymer solution (18 wt.-% PVP
in ethanol) and 0.96 mL hr−1 for each liquid crystal. (b) Reflection
polarizing microscopy image of the resulting fibers deposited on a glass
slide, showing the red-reflecting character of the cholesteric core and
the birefringence of the nematic core next to it.

cholesteric core exhibited the desired red reflection color while
the other has a typical grey-white birefringence color, cf. Fig. 2b.
The black dye has no impact at the single-fiber scale; only struc-
tural color, as from the cholesteric core, gives a visible impact
with cores this thin. The two cores are well separated inside iso-
lated fibers picked up at this short spinning distance and there is
no clear evidence of mixing of the core fluids. However, the lat-
ter cannot be ruled out entirely because the cholesteric mixture
actually contains a large fraction of the same constituents as the
nematic mixture, hence a small degree of mixing would be diffi-
cult to detect. While a change in mixture composition will have
an immediate effect on the color of a bulk cholesteric, the color
of a cholesteric confined inside fibers of this size can to a strong
degree be influenced by the cavity,23,24 hence we cannot rely on
the color as a proof of core purity.

Moreover, in locations where fibers crossed one can easily see
that the fibers have merged, with serious consequences for the
core integrity, indicating that the fibers were in a soft solvent-
enriched state at the time of the deposition. This soft state also
had the effect that the fibers largely collapsed into a flattened
shape, as expected when depositing fibers on hydrophilic sub-
strates.32 While deposition close to the spinneret is favorable for
large core and overall fiber size (desirable for maximizing the op-
tical response from each fiber23), it has the disadvantage that
the solvent in the polymer solution has not had sufficient time
to evaporate at the time of deposition. This leads to a soft fiber
sheath that allows mixing at crossing points and collapse onto the
substrate. In the following we thus picked up the fibers further
from the spinneret, where the sheath can be expected to be bet-
ter solidified, and we also chose a different combination of liquid
crystals to achieve more conclusive results.

3.2 Two nematics with different clearing points in adjacent
cores.

As a means of clearly testing the integrity of the two liquid crystal
fiber cores we switched to two well-known and well-characterized
nematic liquid crystals, the single-component 5CB and the four-
component mixture E7. Both are nematic at room temperature
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but 5CB clears at 35.5◦C while E7 remains nematic up to about
60◦C. This considerable difference allows us to detect whether or
not the two liquid crystals mixed at any point of the fiber pro-
duction, by simply heating the fibers in the polarizing microscope
and measuring the clearing point of each core. If any mixing of
the two liquid crystals occur, we will have clearing points greater
than 35.5◦C and lower than 60◦C for both cores, and the off-
set between clearing points gives an indication of how severe the
mixing has been.

There was no sign of core mixing in the Taylor cone and we
could indeed see dual cores in fibers deposited on regular glass
slides. However, the integrity of these fibers appeared rather poor
and when we heated them, the cores cleared at an intermediate
temperature, only some 3-5 K apart from each other. Moreover,
after cooling the fibers back to room temperature, they appeared
to now have only a single core with a defect-rich nematic texture.
These observations suggest that the wall separating the two cores
was very fragile and that considerable core mixing had occurred
at some point during the fiber production process. As shown in
the ESI file we could confirm by electron microscopy that core
mixing and even redistribution had taken place in a fiber pro-
duced under similar conditions, with two cholesteric mixtures as
core materials.

Since the Taylor cone appearance indicated good separation of
the core fluids at the onset of spinning we contemplated that the
mixing actually took place primarily after fiber deposition, pro-
moted by capillary forces acting on the outside of the fibers due
to the water condensed during spinning, as it spreads on the hy-
drophilic substrate. This was recently demonstrated to have a
major impact on the integrity and core content of coaxially elec-
trospun fibers, with a great deal of the core fluid escaping through
the fiber sheath if the deposition takes place on hydrophilic sub-
strates.32

Fig. 3 Scanning Electron Microscopy image of a fractured dual-core
fiber (coated with platinum for imaging purposes), with 5CB in one core
and E7 in the other, deposited on a hydrophobic substrate.

We therefore switched to deposition on the hydrophobic OTS-
coated substrates, resulting in a dramatic improvement of fiber
quality and core integrity, as seen in the Scanning Electron Mi-

croscopy (SEM) image of the cross section of a fractured fiber in
Fig. 3. It is far from trivial to fracture these soft fibers without
collapse of the sheath, which in our case is thin and fully organic,
in contrast to many studies of core-sheath fibers in the literature
where a majority inorganic component has been incorporated and
the organic polymer has been removed by calcination.29 The re-
sulting brittle fibers then easily fracture cleanly, allowing excel-
lent SEM imaging of the cross section. In order to get an image of
the cross section of our much more elastic fibers we first dried the
fibers under ambient conditions for 24 hours in order to remove
all solvent, and we then fractured the whole silicon substrate on
which they had been deposited. By scoring the substrate lightly
at one end and then bending it around the scored line, it fractures
rapidly along a crystallographic axis of the silicon, fracturing also
the fibers that cross the line of substrate fracture. In some cases
the exposed cross section is sufficiently clean that an image like
that in Fig. 3 can be obtained. We see that the cores are of roughly
equal size and well separated, and the filling is in fact substantial,
with the sheath constituting only a minor fraction of the cross sec-
tion. With such a large liquid crystal filling the fiber has collapsed
somewhat even on the hydrophobic substrate, yielding a hemi-
cylindrical fiber shape.

Fig. 4 Transmission polarizing microscopy images of dual-core fibers
with 5CB and E7 in the two cores, deposited on a hydrophobic
substrate, during heating from room temperature until both cores have
entered the isotropic state. The polymer solution contained 0.5 wt.-%
ionic surfactant. The scale bar is 20 µm.

When studying the nematic-isotropic transition during a heat-
ing experiment conducted on the fibers we now also noted a clear
difference between the two cores, cf. Fig. 4. The 5CB core cleared
at about 25◦C and the E7 core at about 46◦C. This difference was
repeatable on heating and on cooling, with the two cores remain-
ing intact and well separated at the end of the experiment. The
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facts that the 5CB core clearing point was not intermediate be-
tween the clearing points of pure 5CB and E7, and that the two
cores cleared at distinctly different temperatures, remaining in-
tact also after cooling back to room temperature, give a clear in-
dication that there had been no mixing between the two cores
during or after spinning and that the wall separating the cores
was sufficiently stable to keep the different liquid crystals sepa-
rated also during heating and cooling.

While the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are strongly encourag-
ing, as they confirm that it is possible to endow fibers with mul-
tiple levels of responsiveness via multi-core liquid crystal coaxial
electrospinning, provided that the fibers are not picked up on hy-
drophilic substrates, we note that the clearing points of the cores,
measured during the experiment in Fig. 4, are actually much too
low as compared to the clearing points of pure 5CB and pure
E7, respectively. It is important to note that both clearing points
have decreased, ruling out mixing of the two cores as an expla-
nation, since that would have given a decrease only of the E7
clearing point, while that of the 5CB core should have increased.
We can also rule out the confinement within the fiber as the ori-
gin of the decreased clearing points, because the smooth contin-
uous cylindrical environment provided by the electrospun fibers
enhances liquid crystalline order. For thin fibers the clearing point
can be considerably increased, for thick fibers the bulk behavior
is found,23,37,38 but a decrease in clearing point is never seen.
The reason for the considerable decrease in clearing point must
thus be contamination of both cores, and the cause for this can be
found in the sheath solution used in these experiments.

3.3 The influence on the liquid crystal cores of surfactant in
the sheath solution

To identify the source of contamination we scrutinized the com-
position of the sheath solution, which must either provide or fa-
cilitate the entrance of the contaminant. Eventually we realized
that it does both, and that the critical component is the ionic sur-
factant that was added to reduce the sheath fluid surface tension
and increase its electrical conductivity. The assumption was that
the surfactant would end up at the sheath outside, with its hy-
drophilic head group towards the polar ethanol-PVP solution and
its non-polar end chains directed outwards. This scenario might
have been appropriate in an absolutely dry spinning atmosphere,
but it is well known that under normal conditions, water from the
air condenses on the fiber due to the rapid cooling as the solvent
(here ethanol) evaporates. In fact, this water is a prerequisite for
the hydrolysis of the Ti(OiPr)4 precursor, added to the polymer
solution prior to spinning, into TiO2.34

In other words, water is both on the surface and within the
sheath component of the jet during spinning. This means that the
surfactant molecules added to the sheath solution may well mi-
grate to the internal interface with the liquid crystal cores, where
the hydrophobic end chains find an ideal environment in the liq-
uid crystal while the polar heads are surrounded by a water-
ethanol solution. Moreover, with the condensed water entering
the sheath solution, the surfactant can even carry water into the
liquid crystal core, distributed in small droplets at the centers of

Fig. 5 Transmission polarizing microscopy images of single-core fibers
with 5CB (top row) and E7 (bottom row), heated until the core turns
isotropic. Both fiber series were spun with surfactant in the sheath
solution.

inverse micelles that diffuse into the cores. Their small size and
spherical symmetry strongly disturbs the long-range orientational
order of the liquid crystal,39 explaining why the cores clear at
much lower temperature than the pure samples of each liquid
crystal.

To corroborate this assumption we first spun also single-core
fibers with 5CB and E7 in the core, respectively, using the same
surfactant-containing sheath solution. Each of these samples ex-
hibited clearing points close to the corresponding reduced transi-
tion temperatures seen in the dual-core fiber, about 28◦C for the
5CB core fiber and about 45◦C for the fiber with E7 in the core, cf.
Fig. 5. Again, these transition temperatures are greatly below the
well-known clearing temperatures of the pure bulk liquid crystals,
in line with the expectation of surfactant and/or inverse micelles
having entered also the single cores.

Finally, we spun fibers without any surfactant added to the
sheath solution, in single-core format with 5CB and E7, respec-
tively, as well as in dual-core 5CB/E7 version. When testing the
clearing points in these fibers (cf. Fig. 6 and 7) they were very
close to the bulk values of each pure liquid crystal, providing a fi-
nal confirmation that the previous suppression of clearing points
was indeed due to the surfactant in the sheath solution, most
likely bringing with it condensed water in the form of inverse mi-
celles.

4 Conclusions
We have shown that coaxial electrospinning with dual core chan-
nels containing different liquid crystals can be used to fabricate
multifunctional responsive fibers in a one-step process, for in-
stance with photonic crystal selective reflection from one core
and regular birefringence in another, and with different response
to temperature variation. However, in order to ensure core in-
tegrity one must first of all avoid collecting fibers on a hydrophilic
substrate, because in that case post-deposition core mixing will
result due to capillary forces acting from the water condensed
during spinning, as it spreads away from the fiber sheath on the
hydrophilic substrate. In case a hydrophobic polymer is used as
sheath material, an alternative option is to spin free-hanging mats
between split electrodes,13 as the fibers are then in contact only
with each other. Moreover, surfactants should not be added to
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Fig. 6 Transmission polarizing microscopy images of surfactant-free
single-core fibers with 5CB (left column) and E7 (right column), heated
until the core turns isotropic. In contrast to the fibers spun with
surfactant in the sheath solution, the clearing temperatures here
correspond to the bulk clearing points of pure 5CB and E7, respectively.

50µm

Fig. 7 Transmission polarizing microscopy images (polarizers are
slightly decrossed to better visualize the fibers) of surfactant-free
dual-core fibers with 5CB and E7 next to each other, heated until first
the 5CB core, then the E7 core has turned isotropic.

the sheath solution when spinning fibers with liquid crystal in the
core, because they enter the liquid crystal, most likely in the form
of inverse micelles containing water condensed from the air dur-
ing spinning, where they strongly interfere with the liquid crystal
ordering process.
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